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1. Introduction 
In this paper we give a ‘pure operator approach’ to the strong Hamburger moment problem 
(SHMP): 
Given a moment sequence ( c,), E H of real numbers, find necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a nonnegative measure p defined on the Bore1 sets of the real line and with 
infinite support, such that 
/ 
X”p(dh)=c, forall FEZ. 
R 
This problem was solved by Jones et al. [3] using orthogonal Laurent polynomials and Helly’s 
selection theorems. The solution was given in terms of positivity of certain Hankel determinants. 
In our approach we work in a separable Hilbert space .%’ with inner product ( . , . ). In 
Section 2 we use an extension theorem for symmetric operators to obtain a self-adjoint operator 
which in some way generates the moments and we use spectral theory for self-adjoint operators 
to solve the SHMP. Section 3 contains two examples of two-point Pad6 approximants to a 
moment generating function C#I for the sequence (c,), t z. These approximants are obtained by 
projection methods in %’ which use orthogonal projections on finite dimensional subspaces. In 
Section 4 we consider two special cases of the SHMP. In the first case we have in fact a ‘strong 
Hausdorff moment problem’; it arises from the SHMP if in addition we require that the solution 
p has a bounded support. This moment problem corresponds to the possibility of finding a 
suitable bounded self-adjoint operator in 3cp. If such an operator exists then the two-point Pad6 
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approximants of Section 3 converge to $I in a neighbourhood of 0. The second case concerns the 
strong Stieltjes moment problem (SSMP), arising from the SHMP by the additional requirement 
that the support of p is contained in the interval [0, cc). See [4]. The SSMP corresponds to 
finding a positive definite self adjoint operator in A? which generates the moments. 
In this paper we assume that (e,), E z is an orthonormal (Schauder) basis for A“. If T is a 
linear operator in Z’ then its domain, its range and its spectrum are denoted as 9(T), .9(T) 
and a(T) respectively. The u-field of the Bore1 sets of the real line is written as A?. Hankel 
determinants are denoted as usual. If ( c,,),,=~ is a sequence of real numbers, then 
HAP)= 1 and Hi:‘,= 
pEZ, 4=0,1,2 )... . 
2. Solving the SHMP 
cP Cp+l 
Cp+l cp+2 
c 
P+4 Cp+q+l 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
In order to solve the SHMP we first prove the following theorem which plays a central role in 
this paper. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (c,),~ E be a sequence of real numbers with c0 = 1. Then the following are 
equivalent . 
(a) There exists a one-to-one self-adjoint linear operator T in %’ such that ( T”eo),, E E is a linear 
independent sequence with dense linear hull in .?P and ( T”eO, eo) = c, for all n E Z. 
(b) H&y2P+*) >O andHi;i{+*)>O > p=l > 2 )... . 
Proof. (b) * (a). We first define inductively a sequence (u,,),=~ in 2 such that 
span{ u_p, u-~+~, . . . . up} = span{ cp, cp+l ,... , e,}, p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (1.1) 
span{u_,, u_~+~,...,u~+~} =span(e-,, cp+l,...,ep+l), p=O, 1, L... 0.2) 
and 
(up, uq> = cp+q, P,4 E z. 0 -3) 
Choose u. = co. 
Let p E N and suppose that ~_~+i,..., up_, have been chosen accordingly to (l.l), (1.2) and 
(1.3). Then let up =v, + apep where ap satisfies 
1 ap 12 = H&2P+2$,#;~:,+2) 
and 
c-2p+2 *.* CO Cl 
CO 
. . . 
c*p-2 czp-1 
Kp+, *'. Up-l 0 
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Then clearly 
(up, Uk)=(yP, +)=c/,+k, k= -p+l~..,P-1, 
since eP I ~_~+i,.  . , up-I. For the same reason we also have 
c-2*+2 *** CO Cl 
II Yp II 2 = (Yp “p> = 
-1 ; 
ff4,2{+2’ co .” c2p-2 czp-1 
Cl 
. . . 
czp-1 0 
-1 = 
H:,2f+2’ t HG2p+2) - 
c,,H&y"f+") = c1 2p- bP12~ 
so 
(up, “P) = II Yp II 2 + I ap I2 = czp* 
Next, let u_~ = y_, + a_Pe_P where 
1 a_ 1 2 = H~,~p),‘H~,2P+2) 
P 
and 
y-p= -l 
Hj;2P+2) 
Then we get 
0 Kp+, *** uP 
c-2p+1 c-2p+2 ..’ Cl 
CO Cl 
. . . 
c2P 
(u-p, +) = C-p+k, k= -p,...,p. 
Now the linear operator A in A? defined on the dense set 9(A) = span{ u,},,,=~ by Au,, = u,+*, 
n E H, is clearly symmetric. Moreover .G?( A) = AB( A) = span{ u, }n E z is dense in 2’ and A is 
one-to-one. 
In order to prove that A has a self-adjoint extension we put a0 = 1 and we define the mapping 
C: 2+x by 
CCte - 
kcsE k k- 
1 tk(ak/ak)ek. 
kEZ 
Then C(x+y)=Cx+Cy, C(hx)=XCx, (Cx, Cy) =(y, x) for all x, YELP and XEQ= and 
C2 = I, hence C is a conjugation. It is easily shown by mathematical induction that Cu, = uk, 
k E 22’. This implies AC = CA, hence by [l, X11.4.181, A has equal defect indices, and thus by 
[l, X11.4.13], A has a self-adjoint extension T. From 
{yc9(A*): A*y=O} =.L?X(A)~= (0) 
we see that A* is one-to-one. Since A c T = T * c A* it follows that also T is one-to-one. By the 
above construction it is obvious that ( Tneo)nEZ is a linearly independent sequence with dense 
linear hull in 2 and that (Tneo, e,) = c,, n E Z. 
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(a) * (b). Let u, = T"eo, n E Z. Then, since ( u,),,~~ is linearly independent and H$'J is a 
Gram determinant we get 
czp * * * 
C2P+q (up, up> **. (UP? up+,> 
Hf+pj = : = ’ 0, 
czp+q .*’ czp+2q (up+,3 up> .‘* (up+q:up+q) 
for all p E Z and q = 0, 1, 2, _ . . . This implies (b). I3 
Remark 2.1. En passant it has been proved above that (b) implies that Hit-2 > 0, p E Z, 
q = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
Remark 2.2. It is obvious that if both T and T' are operators as in (a), for the same sequence 
(CAM> then T and T' are unitarily equivalent. 
Remark 2.3. For aPeP and (Y_+~ we have the determinants 
Ic- 2p+2 *.* Cl 
1 
a-pe_p = 
H(-2P+2) 
2P 
p+l ..* uP 
c-2p+1 ..’ Cl 
. I 
co .** c2P 
> PEN. 
u_p “. up 
In the remaining part of this section we discuss some additional properties of the operator T 
as in Theorem 2.1. 
Let E be the resolution of the identity for T, defined as in [l, X11.2.41. Then E is the unique 
regular countably additive self-adjoint spectral measure on the field of the Bore1 sets in C which 
vanishes on C \ a( T) such that 
A”(E(dX)x, x) < cc 
and 
TX= lim 
J 
n XE(dh)x for all x EQ(T). 
n-cc -_n 
Proposition 2.1. E ({ 0)) = 0. 
Proof. If E({O}) # 0, then there is x E.%’ such that E({O})x =x # 0. But then 
TX= lim J” XE(dX)x = ,,l\% 1” XE(dX)E({O})x = 0. 
n+cC -_n --n 
This is a contradiction since T is one-to-one. 0 
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Theorem 2.2. The measure p defined by p( 8) = ( E( 8) e,, eo) for 6 E 39 is a solution of the SHMP. 
Proof. If f(X) = Ak, A E R \ { 0}, k E Z, then f is E-almost everywhere defined and f(T) = Tk. 
Thus by [l, X11.2.61 we have since e, E .9(Tk) for all k E Z: 
Lx*p(dh) = LAk(E(dX)e,, e,) = (Tkeo, e,) =ck, k E h. 
In order to prove that p has infinite support we first show that the supports of E and p coincide. 
Let 6 E B. If E( 8) = 0 then obviously p(S) = 0. Conversely, if ~(6) = 0, then ]I E(6)e, I( 2 = 
W%l~ eO) = ~(8) = 0 so E(6)e, = 0. By [l, X11.2.7(d)] we have TkE(G) > E(G)Tk, k E Z. 
This implies E( G)Tke, = TkE(G)e, = 0, k E Z, and it follows that E(S) = 0. If the support of p 
were finite, then a(T) would be finite. This is impossible as T does not satisfy a nontrivial 
polynomial equation p(T) = 0 since ( Tke,), E z is linearly independent. Hence p has infinite 
support. Cl 
Remark 2.4. The fact that in the preceeding proof Tk = f (T) is not obvious for negative values of 
k if we base ourselves only on [l]. However, in that case, it is not difficult to prove this fact for 
negative k since T is a closed operator in 9. 
Proposition 2.2. T has simple spectrum with generating element e,, i.e. span{ E((a, fl])e,,: 
(Y, ,BER} isdensein 2. 
Proof. Let y E# such that ( E(((Y, ,&])e,, y) = 0 for all a, ,8 E R. Then (E(6)e,, y) = 0 for 
every 8 E 9 by the regularity of E, hence 
(Tke,, y) = lRAk(E(dX)e,, y) = 0, k E Z. 
This implies y = 0. •I 
Remark 2.5. Let p be the measure defined by p(S) = (E(6)e,, e,) for 6 E 99 and let L2(p) be 
the Hilbert space of (equivalence classes) of p-measurable functions f for which 
Then, since T has simple spectrum with generating element e, it follows that @ : L2( p) + 3ca 
given by @f =fG%, f E &(P), is an isometric isomorphism of L2(p) onto .&! such that for 
the multiplication operator M in L2( p) we have T = @M&l. As ( Tke,), E z has dense linear 
hull in Z’ the problem of finding an operator T as in (a) is equivalent o the problem of finding 
a solution ,u to the SHMP such that the Laurent polynomials form a dense subspace of &(p). 
Remark 2.6. The symmetric operator A occurring in the proof of Theorem 2.1 has deficiency 
indices (0, 0) and the only self-adjoint extension of A is its closure x and A= A* [l, X11.4.131. 
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3. Some two-point Pad6 approximants 
Given a linear operator T in 2 satisfying (a) of Theorem 2.1 there are, just as in [2], several 
projection methods yielding two-point Pad6 approximants to the moment generating function 
(formal sense) 
/ cc 
1 c err 
at 0, 
44) = “=“, 
- C c_Jn at co. 
We give only two examples using orthogonal projections. 
Let q= span{ u_p+l,..., up-l) and let F: Z-+3’ be the orthogonal projection onto a/. Let 
Tp = FTF. Then by Remark 2.3, 
where 
uP 
-FM, = apep = P&(T)u_~+~ 
c-2p+2 .‘* Cl 
P&(S) = _I 
HJp2f+2) 
i. . . . : 
c2p-1 
1 . . . 52°F’ 
= b,c2p-’ + b,12Pp2 + - . . + b2p-2[ + b2p_1. 
Clearly 
qku -p+l = U-p+k+l, k=O,l,..., 2p-2, 
and 
Tp2p-‘u_p+l = Tpup_l = Fu,. 
This implies 
pz(;~_l(~)~_p+l = Z’~(;)(T)U-~+~ + T;p-lu-p+~ - T2++,+l 
=U p - Fu, + Fu, - up = 0, 
hence, 
p,‘~)_,(T,)x=O for all xE@ 
and 
T,p$_,(7;,) = 0 on all of 2. (3.1) 
As the restriction fp of Tp to @ is bounded and Tp = 0 on 92 1 we have for u E 4? and u E +Y ’
IlT,~u+u)ll2=~~~~~~2~~~~p~~2ll~ll2~(~~~(2ll~+~ll2~ 
so TP is bounded. Since T, has finite dimensional range, it follows that Tp is compact. This 
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implies that (I- [T,)- 1 is an operator valued meromorphic function such that for some S > 0 
we have 
From (3.1) it follows that 
boTp?P+k + b1Tp2pik-’ + . . . + b2p_2Tpk+2 + b2,_,Tpk+’ = 0, k = 0, 1, 2,. . ., 
hence, for I{ 1 small, 
[2P-lp(u 2p_,(~-1)(I-~r,)-‘=(b,+bl~+ ... +b2p_I~2P--~(I+~Tp+~2Tp2+ . ..) 
=b,I+ 
(boTp + b,l)S + 
i 
b T2P-’ + . . . 
0 P +b2,_,Tp + b2p-lI){2p-1. 
With Bj=boT;+ ... +bjplTp+b,I, j=O,...,2p-1, thisgivesfor l[l small 
Both sides of (3.2) are meromorphic, so (3.2) holds for 1 E C \ {poles}. As Tp is self-adjoint it 
follows that (quo, uo) = cj, j = 0,. ..,2p - 2. Using up - apep = Fu, = Gu~_~ we ah get 
(T,zP%,, uo) = c2p_1. Hence 
quo, uO) = cj> j=O >.**> 2p-1. 
This gives 
CBjuOT uo) = cjbo + . . . + cob,, j=O,...,2p-1, (3.3) 
while (B,,_,u,, uo) = 0 since B2p_1 = P,‘$,‘_,(T,) and P,‘~~-,‘_,(Tp)uo = 0 by (3.1). Furthermore, 
P,‘;‘l(T)u-,+l = apep and apep I Q? imply 
O=cp+,bO+ ... +c_p+j+lb2p_,, j= -p+l,..., p-l. (3.4 
From (3.3), (3.4) and (B,,_,u,, uo) = 0 we conclude that for 1 E @ \ {poles} 
((I- q-iu,, uo> = ~Y~-,(~; +> 
is the (2p - 2)/(2p - 1) two-point Pad& approximant to C#I determined by 
In a similar way, using the orthogonal projection G: Z--+X onto V= span{ u_~+*, . . . , up} and 
the linear operator Sp: 2-Z defined by Sp = GTG we obtain the (2p - 1)/2p two-point Pad6 
approximant R$$([* +) to $ with 3 
da) - qx; +I= 
i 
o(12p+2), 5 + 0, 
o(c_2p+‘) 
> 
[ 
+ co. 
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Indeed, it can be shown that 
((I - pJ1uo, uo> =R$*j(P; $4, @Q=\{poles}. 
The denominator of this approximant is [2pP$i)([-1), where 
c-*pi* “’ 
c2 I 
p,c;w = l 
HL2p+2) 
(il . . . c,,+, . 
1 . . . !Y *P 
Remark 3.1. The polynomials P,“)_i and P$z) have only real zeros. It is easily verified that 
P$_,([) = det(lI- T,) and P$([) = det(U - $,) w h erz fP and $, are the restrictions of TP to 
4? and of SP to V respectively. It is clear that TP and SP are self-adjoint. 
4. Two special cases 
In this final section we consider the following two special cases. 
Case I. There exists a bounded operator T as in (a) of Theorem 2.1. 
Case 2. There is a positive definite operator T as in (a) of Theorem 2.1. 
Case I 
In this case we are dealing with a moment problem that could be called a ‘strong Hausdorff 
moment problem’. Easy calculations with quadratic forms give the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent for any sequence (c,), E z of real numbers with co = 1. 
(a) There exists a bounded one-to-one self-adjoint operator T with 11 T 11 < r. in 2 such that 
(T”e,). E z is linearly independent with dense linear hull in 3ta and 
(Tneo, e,) =c “, nEh. 
(b) Hj;*r+*) > 0, Hj,:f+*’ >O for all p=N and for 1~1 >70 we have I’,‘~)(~)+0 and 
P$+J7)#0, p=o, 1,2 )... . 
The proof of this theorem is omitted. It is based on the fact that 
IITII <~~VX#O(-~~~X~~~<(TX, x)<.llxll*) as T=T*. 
Remark 4.1. If E is the resolution of the identity for T as in Theorem 4.1(a), then p defined by 
~(6) = (E(W,, eo) for every Bore1 set 6 in R, solves the corresponding ‘strong Hausdorff 
moment problem’ on [ - TV, ~~1 since the spectrum a(T) of T is contained in [ -TV, ~~1. 
Theorem 4.2. If T is an operator in A? as in (a) of Theorem 4.1, then 
(a) C~Zoc,{” converges as 11 I < II T II -I. 
(b) lim,+,R&(S; +) = lim,,,R$!(k +) = +G) as I[ I < VT’. 
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Proof. (a) follows directly from lim sup, _ m 1 c, 1 l/n < II T 11. 
(b) Let 5: Z’+_P be the orthogonal projection onto 
spa+_,+,,...,~,-,) and TP=FPTFP, p=l,2 ,... . 
Then clearly lim, j ,FPx = x and lim, _ c4 
exists as ]{I < [IT/I-’ 
TPx = TX for all x ~2. From 1) Tp ]I 6 ]I T 1) we get 
that (I- [q))’ and that I/(1-&-‘I1 <l/U- Ill IITII) as Ill G 
II T II -I. 
Now the identity 
(~-[T,)-l-(I-jT)-l=~(I-[T,)P1(T,- T)(I-IT)-‘, 
lfil < IJTII-‘, p=LL.., 
implies 
as p + co, for all x E 3ca and I [ I < I( T II -l. By the results of Section 3 this gives 
lim R$-i(C +>=+(l) as Ill < IITII-‘. 
P+” 
In the same way one proves 
lim R$;(P; +)=+(I) as 191 < ]IT]IP1. 0 
P+a 
Case 2 
We recall that a symmetric operator A is positive definite if x E 9(A), x f 0 implies 
(Ax, x) > 0. 
The case of a positive definite operator T as in Theorem 2.1(a) corresponds to the strong 
Stieltjes moment problem. This moment problem is posed and solved by Jones et al. [4]. 
Using the well known fact that every semi-bounded symmetric operator with dense domain 
has a semi-bounded self-adjoint extension with the same bound, cf. [l, X11.5.2.1, the next 
theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 4.3. If ( c, ) n t b is a sequence of real numbers with cO = 1, then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) There exists a positive definite self-aa’joint operator T in 2 such that ( T”eO), E z is linearly 
independent with dense linear hull in 2’ and 
(T”eg, e,) =c n, nEH. 
(b) HZ(&b+2) > 0, H(-b+2) > 0, 2pp1 H44:+3’ > 0 7 ff-2p+l) > 0 2P > p=l,2,... . 
We omit the proof. 
Remark 4.2. If E is decomposition of the identity for an operator T as in Theorem 4.3(a) and p 
is given by p(S)= (E(6)e,, eO) for every Bore1 set 8 in 08, then p is a solution to the 
corresponding strong Stieltjes moment problem, since in this case the spectrum a(T) of T is 
contained in the real interval [0, 00). 
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Remark 4.3. If T is as in (a) of Theorem 4.3 then it is easily verified that HFp+l) > 0 for all 
p E Z and q E N, so (b) of Theorem 4.3 implies HjP) > 0 for all p E 72 and q E N, (cf. Remark 
2.1). 
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